ALHAMBRA
Accessories

TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY

Sitting in her studio, the SEAT designer’s thoughts turn to family, to days out in
the country and holidays in the sun. To the school run and taking the kids to dance
class and football practice. To supermarkets with crowded car parks and furniture
stores stacked with beds and wardrobes and chests of draws, waiting to be
transported home. Some might call it daydreaming.

We call it: TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY

MADE FOR LIFE
Big, clever, loveable and incredibly versatile. The multi-award winning, multi-purpose
Alhambra is ready for everything.

Inside it’s almost inﬁnitely adaptable, and extremely comfy. Outside it’s got lines
which easily compete with some of its sportier siblings. Eco-conscious performance
and nimble handling are backed up by cutting-edge technology and safety features.

The Alhambra. A genuine multi-purpose vehicle, made for enjoying real life.

DECORATIVE
EXTERIOR
ELEMENTS
When you look at it you’ll tell the difference
The ﬁrst time you lay your eyes on the interior design of the new
SEAT Alhambra, you’ll see just how different it is; an impressive
family minivan that when you add the original SEAT accessories,
becomes even more impressive. Its chrome strip for the hatchback
and mirror caps give it an eye-catching style you’ll ﬁnd hard to forget.

16"- 5-SPOKE SEAT ALLOY RIM.
7N5601025 8Z8

HATCHBACK CHROME MOULDING.
7N5071360

CHROME SIDE MIRROR COVERS.
7N5072530

TRANSPORTATION
SEAT Alhambra can handle everything
When you start the engine, it doesn’t matter what cargo you’re
carrying. Whether it’s a quiet trip or an adventure, the SEAT
Alhambra comes with all the original SEAT solutions for any load
that you need to carry. Roof racks, trailer hitch, ski rack, upper
or rear bike rack and luggage trunk. Fit your accessories easily
and then start your journey.
TOW BAR.
Expand the transport capacity of your Alhambra. Quick
and easy to ﬁt or remove, this original SEAT accessory
allows you to tow all kinds of trailers safely.
Fixed: 7N5092101 / Removable: 7N5092101A

ORIGINAL ROOF BARS.
Light and easy-to-assemble on the side bars of your SEAT
Alhambra. They are the base system for assembling the roof box,
ski rack or the bike rack. They are supplied with an anti-theft lock.
7N5071151

SURF RACK.
Cargo is protected via the rubber-covered areas for items such as surfboards.
000071120HA

450L ROOF BOX.
Double plastic walls protect your luggage from weather conditions. With an aerodynamic shape
optimized in a wind tunnel. Assembly is simple thanks to its fast anchorage. Opening on the right side.
Not compatible with the sun roof.
000071180A

SKI RACK.
Made in aluminum. All you have to do is remove the support, place the skis in place and clip the support back in.
Thanks to the big opening button, the mounting system can be operated even whilst wearing thick ski gloves.
Anti-theft lock included.
For 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards: 3B0071129F / 6 pairs or 4 boards: 3B0071129G

BIKE RACK
HATCHBACK BIKE RACK.
You can safely transport up to three bikes while saving space. The complete pre-assembly allows
for a fast and easy installation. The bike rack comes with an anti-theft lock.
7N5071104

Mountain, off-road, the city… when you’ve decided where you’re
going and you’ve chosen your bike, the SEAT Alhambra is ready
to load it and transport it safely and practically.

INTERIOR BIKE RACK.
Take advantage of the spacious interior of your SEAT
Alhambra (only for 7 seats). You can transport two
bikes, such as mountain bikes or city bikes.
Its mounting system is fast and simple, the wheel is
placed in adjustable clamps and the system perfectly
adapts to the bike frame and tire.
7N5071134

Also available TOW BAR BIKE RACK.
For 2 bikes: 000071128B / 3 rd Bicycle extension kit: 000071128C

BIKE RACK.
Together with the roof bars, you can transport a bike safely on the car roof. The bike guides are
aerodynamic, so the bike is sustained by itself and your hands are free to set the wheels and frame.
6L0071128A

FAMILY-SIZE PACK
Plenty of space to go around
Three rows of adult size seats make the Alhambra a car for all generations: children,
parents and grandparents. But whether you want them all in there at the same time
is up to you. After all, you’ve got 2430 litres of interior space to play with. With the
rear seats folded you could slide in a couple of bikes side by side (with front wheels
removed), and hit the trails.

But we didn’t only create space. We created a space that’s a pleasure to be in.
The Alhambra’s cabin is crafted for comfort as well as functionality. Ergonomic seats,
upholstered in leather or cloth, take the strain. While above, the optional panoramic
sunroof is around three times larger than standard sunroofs. Big inside. Big outside.
Plenty of space to go around.

INTERIOR

BLACK FOIL SILL GUARD WITH ALHAMBRA LOGO.
The most attractive way to protect your door from scratches.
7N5061197B

An interior that leaves no one indifferent
The SEAT Alhambra Original interior accessories are specially
designed for pleasing all tastes. From sports pedals to exterior
footrests: Quality and character for every detail of your Alhambra.

ALUMINIUM PEDALS WITH AN ANTI-SLIP RUBBER AREA AND FOOTREST.
Designed to guarantee beauty and safety. It offers protection and much more comfortable driving.
7N5064200 pedals
1P9071750 footrest

PROTECTIVE INOX SILL GUARD
WITH LASER ENGRAVED LOGO.
Manufactured to be easily set in place
and to facilitate access to the vehicle.
7N5071300

BLACK FOIL SILL GUARD WITH DECORATIVE SILVER STRIPES.
It renders a new visual appearance to the car while protecting it from scratches. This sheet is designed
and made to ﬁt your vehicle perfectly. It is easily set in place. A set of four sheets are provided for the front
and rear thresholds.
7N5071310

MULTIMEDIA
The best information and entertainment
for a perfect trip
The advanced information systems of your SEAT Alhambra are
combined to take you to your destination in the best conditions
possible. You’ll ﬁnd latest generation navigators that allow you
to calculate your route while the entertainment systems make your
trip unforgettable. Or the connections that allow you to control

TOMTOM® XXL EUROPE CLASSIC.
The TomTom® XXL comes with a quick-start navigation
system and Map Share™ technology for the latest
map updates. Features street name voice indications
and speed camera notiﬁcation. Uses the IQ Routes™
system to calculate the quickest route at all times.
A foldable EasyPort mounting system means you can
carry the device in your pocket.
000051818BB

your favorite music from the radio and listen to it through the
Alhambra speakers.

TOMTOM® VIA 130.
Always drive with the latest map. Get to your
destination faster with FREE Lifetime Maps. For the
life of your product, you can download 4 or more full
updates of the map on your device every year. You
receive all updates to the road network, addresses
and Points of Interest.
The new TomTom® Via 130/135 helps you to keep
your hands on the wheel and focus on the road.
It makes navigation safe and stress-free.
/ Always drive with the latest map. Get to your
destination faster with FREE Lifetime Maps.
/ FREE Daily Map Changes from the Map Share™
community.
/ NEW TomTom® Speak & Go allows you to control
your device with just the sound of your voice.
/ Make calls on the go with Hands-free calling.
/ And never miss your turning with Advanced
Lane Guidance.
000051818BF

TOMTOM® START 60.
Always drive with the latest map. Get to your destination
faster with FREE Lifetime Maps. For the life of your
product, you can download 4 or more full updates of the
map on your device every ear. You receive all updates
to the road network, addresses and Points of Interest.
With its extra-large 6" screen, the new TomTom® Start 60
is all about safe and easy navigation.
/ Always drive with the latest map. Get to your destination
faster with FREE Lifetime Maps.
/ FREE Daily Map Changes from the Map Share™
community.
/ It’s easier to view your route on TomTom®’s biggest,
sharpest screen yet.
/ Larger buttons make interaction simpler.
/ And you can mount the device on your windscreen
or dashboard – whichever is best for you.
000051818BD

MINI USB ADAPTER.
To connect to any mini-USB device. It allows music to be
played through the car speakers and the radio display
acts as a screen for viewing playlists.
7N5051510

IPOD ® ADAPTER.
Allows you to connect and control your iPod ® through the car radio.
Listen to your favorite music through the car speakers with pure sound
clarity.
7N5051446

MULTIMEDIA AUX-IN ADAPTER.
For connecting devices that have an auxiliary sound outlet (3.5 mm Jack) like
for earphones. You’ll be able to listen to your music through the car speakers.
7N5051510A

MULTIMEDIA
Everything you need for a more
comfortable trip
Start your trip at ease thanks to the most advanced devices in the
market. Like the Bluetooth® systems that let you drive more safely
as you talk on hands free, your hands always on the wheel. There,
comfort guaranteed.
TABLET DOUBLE SCREEN AIRIS.
Portable 7" Double Screen DVD with TDT receiver and adjustable inclining
screen, compatible with the following formats: DVD, SVCD, VCD, MP3,
MP4, DVIX and XVID. Also, it allows you to access content directly from SD,
MS and MMC cards.
000051805A

TWIN 7" SCREENS.
Integrated speakers, remote control and anti-vibration system allow for
a sharp picture while your car is in motion. It reproduces the following
formats: DVD, CD, WMA, Picture CD, HDCD, MPEG4 and MP3.
000051232C

9" DOUBLE SCREEN DVD.
Portable DVD with TDT receiver and adjustable screen that inclines. It is
compatible with the following formats: DVD, SVCD, VCD, MP3, MP4, DVIX
and XVID. Also, it allows for live reproduction of SD, MS and MMC cards.
000051815J

BLUETOOTH® MKI 9000.
It allows for a clear conversation thanks to its double external microphone
and its noise and echo elimination software. Also, its universal connectors
enable you to listen to music in your SEAT and control it from a separate
remote control.
000051466B

BLUETOOTH® MKI 9100.
A handsfree device with a screen that displays Caller ID or the selected
function (music, iPod®…). Also, it eliminates noise and echoes from the
conversation, regardless of the settings.
000051466A

BLUETOOTH® MINIKIT PLUS.
Ultra-compact Hands-Free device, just 13 mm and 83 g in weight.
With access to 2500 contacts, vibrating ﬂat screen and voice recognition
for making calls.
000051460H

CHILD SAFETY
Children always come ﬁrst
With the new SEAT Alhambra child safety system having kids in
the car is not a concern. All our seat models are guaranteed to
comply with all safety regulations. The seats adapt to age/weight
PEKE G0 PLUS.
Suitable for mass group 0+ (up to 13 kg). Installed
with the car seatbelt or iSOFiX with the speciﬁc
platform. Integrated carry handle and removable
canopy. The cover is removable and washable.
000019907

and their adjustable design reduces strain on the child’s
shoulders and head. They are made with high quality materials
that do not lose shape. The covers are removable and washable
whilst maintaining their colour and texture.

ISOFIX BASE FOR PEKE G0 PLUS RWF.
The base is connected to the vehicle chassis,
ensuring maximum stability and protection for
children. The Peke G0 Plus disconnects with one
click, while the base remains installed in the car.
000019230C

FAIR G0/1 ISOFIX.
Suitable for mass groups 0,0+,I (up to 18 kg).
Installed with speciﬁc iSOFiX platform.
The cover is removable and washable.
000019230J
BASE D FWF FOR FAIR G0/1 ISOFIX.
The base is connected to the vehicle chassis,
ensuring maximum stability and protection
for children. The child seat Fair G0/1 iSOFiX
disconnects with one click while the base
remains installed in the car.
000019230F

SEAT ALHAMBRA
Child car seats

Age (approximate)

Weight

PEKE G0 PLUS

Up to 15 months

Up to 13 kg

SEAT PEKE G1 ISOFIX DUO PLUS

9 months to 4 years

9 to 18 kg

SEAT PEKE G3 PLUS

4 to 12 years

15 to 36 kg

SEAT PEKE G3 KIDFIX

4 to 12 years

15 to 36 kg

FAIR G0/1 ISOFIX

Up to 4 years

Up to 18 kg

SEAT PEKE G1 ISOFIX DUO PLUS.
Suitable for mass group I (9 kg - 18 kg).
Installed with car seat belt
or iSOFiX anchorages.
The cover is removable and washable.
000019909

Orientation

SEAT PEKE G3 PLUS.
Suitable for mass groups II, III (15 kg -36 kg).
Installed with the car seat belt. Height
adjustable backrest.
The cover is removable and washable.
000019906E

SEAT PEKE G3 KIDFIX.
Suitable for mass groups II, III (15 kg -36 kg).
Installed either with the car seat belt or iSOFiX
plus car seat belt. Height adjustable backrest.
The cover is removable and washable.
000019904

TOP TETHER SAFETY BELT.
Counteracts forward rotation
in case of front impact.
To be used in combination with
SEAT PEKE G1 iSOFiX DUO PLUS.
3R0019900

PROTECTION
Big trunk, low maintenance
Organizing and maintaining space is fundamental to getting
the most out of the cargo space of your SEAT Alhambra. There
is nothing better than the Original SEAT separator grilles to
achieve this and SEAT boot liners to protect the upholstery from
dirt and dampness.

CARPET MATS.
The best way to protect the ﬂoor of your Alhambra
against foot marks, stains or rubs. A four-piece set (two
front and two rear) made out of soft and smooth fabric.
With the Original SEAT mounting system.

FRONT AND REAR MUDFLAPS.
Effectively protect the ﬂoor, bumper, side thresholds,
doors and rear of the vehicle against ﬂying dirt.
Also, it reduces the splattering of gravel and water.
Set of front mudﬂaps: 7N5075101
Set of rear mudﬂaps: 7N5075101A

ASHTRAY WITH COVER.
It adapts to the central drink holder.
5N0857961 82V

SUN SHADES.
Protect from sunrays and maintain visibility without placing your road safety in danger.
Also, they are useful for preventing night blindness and are easily to set in place.
Sides: 7N5064365
Rear and ﬁ xed sides: 7N5064365A

LONGITUDINAL SEPARATOR GRILLE.
Safely separates the passenger cabin
from the trunk. It is easily and quickly
placed and can be removed just
as easily, with very few maneuvers.
7N5017221 for 5 seats
7N5017221D for 7 seats

ANTI-SLIP BOOT TRAY FOR 5 SEATS.
It is light, ﬂexible and made-to-measure the exact shape of the vehicle. Also, the edge offers
enough protection against dampness and dirt, whilst the anti-slip design aids in preventing
objects from sliding. When the boot tray is not required it can be simply rolled up and stored.
7N5017221C

PROTECTIVE BOOT TRAY.
Practical and resistant: perfectly ﬁts the Alhambra boot and protects the upper edges from dirt and liquids
that might spill. Anti-slip coating and is also washable.
7N5061170 for 5 seats / 7N5061170A for 7 seats

TRANSVERSAL SEPARATOR GRILLE.
Divides the trunk in half, allowing
you to take full advantage of the
space and offering safe transport.
It can be quickly and easily ﬁ xed
behind the rear seats.
7N5017221A for 5 seats
7N5017221E for 7 seats

PROTECTION

CHAINS

COLOURS

The best protection, whether you travel or not

Snow chains to ﬁt your needs

They replicate the original colour

Even in the most extreme conditions, thanks to the ofﬁcially approved SEAT safety

Don’t hit snowy roads without the protection offered by snow chains, available in several different

and protection accessories, every detail of your SEAT Alhambra will stay like new.

sizes, based on the size of your tires. There are different models that adapt to your needs: The fabric
chains for emergency situations, which are washable and take up very little space; the Turisport
TOUCH-UP PENCILS.

chains which are easy to mount or the Spike Spider with greater resistance for frequent use.
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT.
Set of two emergency triangles,
reﬂective vest, ﬁrst-aid kit and
other essential equipment for
ﬁrst-aid care.
FIRST AID KIT.
6L0093000
EMERGENCY TRIANGLE.
2 Units: 000093601A
1 Unit: 000093600C
REFLECTIVE VEST.
000093900ID

BLACK CAR COVER.
7N5061701

TYRE/REF

AUTOSOCK

SPIKE SPIDER

TURISPORT

205/60 R16

000091375 AC

000091302 C

000091375 S

215/60 R16

000091301 AC

000091302 D

225/50 R17

000091375 AC

000091302 D

225/45 R18

000091375 AC

000091302 D

WHITE

SALSA RED

REFLEX SILVER

SILVER LEAF

INDIUM GREY

APOLO BLUE

NIGHT BLUE

DEEP BLACK

BLACK OAK BROWN

RED CAR COVER.
7N5061701A

REFERENCES

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR
Reference

Hatchback chrome moulding
Chrome side mirror covers
16" Izaros rim
Valve cap

7N5071360
7N5072530

INFOTAINMENT
Reference

Cup holder organizer

1SL061129

Reference
®

000051818BB

®

TomTom XXL Europe Classic

Spherical cup holder organizer

1SL061129A

TomTom Start 60

000051818BD

7N5601025 8Z8

Sport pedals LHD

7N5064200

TomTom® Via 130

000051818BF

000071470

Sport footrest LHD

1P9071750

MDI - miniUSB Adaptador cable
®

7N5051510

Anti-theft rims

000071500

Inox sill guard with laser engraded Alhambra logo

7N5071300

MDI - iPod Adaptador cable

Anti-theft screws for rims

000071510A

Protective ﬁlm for the sill guards-trasparent

7N5061197C

MDI - AUX Adaptador cable

7N5051510A

Portective ﬁlm for the sill guards - black with silver stripes

7N5071310

MDI - USB Adaptor cable

7N5051510B

Protective ﬁlm for the sill guards black with Alhambra logo

7N5061197B

Portable DVD 7" double screen

000051232C

TRANSPORTATION

7N5051446

Reference

Back seat thermal box

000065203

Tablet double screen Airis

000051805A

Fixed tow bar

7N5092101

Portable thermal box

000065200

Portable DVD 9" double screen with TDT

000051815J

Removable tow bar

7N5092101A

Thermal box extension cable

000065201

Parrot ® MKI 9100

000051466A

13-pin electrical kit without pre-installation - LHD/RHD

7N5055203B

Thermal box transformer

000065202

®

000051466B

®

000051460H

Parrot MKI 9000

Original Roof bars

7N5071151

Electric air freshener

Interior bike rack

7N5071134

Air freshener Limoncello

000091500B

Double DIN Multimedia centre

7N5051860

Ski rack for 4 pairs orf skis or 2 snowboards

3B0071129F

Air freshener Insilver Passion

000091500C

Reverse Camera

000051818B

Ski rack for 6 pairs orf skis or 4 snowboards

3B0071129G

Insilver Limoncello air freshener reﬁll

000091500D

Multimedia Centre parking sensor

000051818C

Insilver Passion air freshener reﬁll

000091500E

TDT Multimedia double DIN centre

000051818D

Red fruits air freshener reﬁll

000091500FR

Smoothe herbs air freshener reﬁll

000091500HS

Surf rack
450l Roof box
Hatchback bike rack

000071120HA
000071180A
7N5071104

000091500

Hatchback bike rack for 2 bikes

000071128B

Mixed fruits air freshener reﬁll

000091500FM

3rd Bicycle kit extension

000071128C

Clear mint air freshener reﬁll

000091500MC

Bike rack

6L0071128A

Ocean air freshener reﬁll

000091500OC

Elegance aur freshener reﬁll

000091500EL

Parrot MINIKIT PLUS

CHILD SAFETY

SAFETY & UPHOLSTERY
Reference

SAFETY & UPHOLSTERY
Reference

CHAINS
Reference

Safety child seat Peke G0 Plus

000019907

Front mudﬂaps

000052007D

Turisport 205/60R16

000091375S

iSOFiX Base for Peke G0 Plus RWF

000019230C

Rear mudﬂaps

Safety child seat Fair G0/1S iSOFiX

000019230J

Front smoking kit

5N0857961 82V

Set of 4 mats (LHD)

000052007M

Autosock 205/60R16

000091375AC

7N5863011 LOE

Autosock 215/60R16

000091375AC

Base D FWF for Fair G0/1 iSOFiX

000019230F

Rear smoking kit

7N0857302 9B9

Set of 5 mats (LHD)

7N5061675 041

Autosock 225/50R17

000091375AC

Safety child seat Peke G3 Plus

000019906E

Side sun shades

7N5064365

Set of 4 mats (RHD)

7N5863011B LOE

Autosock 225/45R18

000091375AC

Safety child seat Peke G3 Kidﬁ x

000019904

Rear sun shade and ﬁ xed side shades

Safety child seat Peke G1 Duo Plus iSOFiX

000019909

Rear parking sensor kit

7N5064365A

Set of 5 mats (RHD)

7N5061675AA041

Easy Grip 205/60R16

000091302C

7N5054630

Mats for 3rd row

7N5863011A LOE

Easy Grip 215/60R16

000091302D

Top Tether safety belt

3R0019900

Rear bumper protective ﬁlm

7N5061197

White touch-up pencil

000098500L B9A

Easy Grip 225/50R17

000091302D

Boot organizer

1SL061205A

Salsa red touch-up pencil

000098500L A3H

Easy Grip 225/45R18

000091302D

Transversal separator grille for 5 seats

7N5017221

Reﬂex silver touch-up pencil

000098500LMA7W

Transversal separator grille for 7 seats

7N5017221D

Nayara blue touch-up pencil

000098500LMW5T

7N5061170

Deep black touch-up pencil

000098500LMC9X

Protective boot tray for 7 seats

7N5061170A

Boal touch-up pencil

000098500LMS8S

Longitudinal separator grille for 5 seats

7N5017221A

Silver Leaf touch-up pencil

000098500LMR7L

Longitudinal separator grille for 7 seats

7N5017221E

Indium Grey touch-up pencil

000098500LMR7H

Anti-slip boot tray for 5 seats

7N5017221C

Night Blue touch-up pencil

000098500LMH5X

Protective boot tray for 5 seats

7N5075101

H7 white Xenon light bulb

7N5075101A

H7 Xenon Bulb + 90%

Reference

Black car cover

7N5061701

Red car cover

7N5061701A

First aid kit

6L0093000

2 Emergency triangle pack

000093601A / 000093600C

Reﬂective vest

000093900ID

H4 light bulb box

000052004A

H7 light bulb box

000052007A

H1 Xenon white light bulbs

000052001D

H1 Xenon Bulb + 90%

000052001M

H3 Xenon Bulb + 90%

000052003M

H4 white Xenon light bulb

000052004D

H4 Xenon Bulb + 90%

000052004M

We are Spanish and German. We are passionate perfectionists. We are emotional technologists. Everything we know,
is everything you feel. We give design a purpose. We bring technology to life. We call it TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY. We are SEAT.

SEAT recommends

SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice.
The information in this brochure can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time
of publication, you should always check with your authorised SEAT Dealer for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours
reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. All rights reserved, total or partial reproduction is forbidden. 7N5099550
12/2014. Printed in Spain.
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